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“ People think they can explain rationally, by means of thought, what they write. But it's very rela-
tive. Thought is a fine thing for philosophy, but it's relative. Psychoanalysis is a dangerous dis-
ease, it deadens man's anti-real inclinations and systematizes the bourgeoisie. There is no ulti-
mate Truth. Dialectics is an amusing machine that leads us (in banal fashion) to the opinions 
which we would have held in any case. Do people really think that, by the meticulous subtlety of 
logic, they have demonstrated the truth and established the accuracy of their opinions? "
        
     - Tristan Tzara
              Second Dada Manifesto of Manifesto of 1918
…
P R E F A C E
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L ’ O R  N E  M E N T  P L U S
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L’Or Ne Ment Plus, is an essay that is not the thesis but that explains in detail what it is that I am criticizing.
Specifically, Ornament will be adressed as the most crucial component of architecture that gives it it’s char-
acter and artistry, speaking of the times that we live in.
 With the emergence of new technologies that facilitate the job of the architect to design a meaningful, curated ornament and structure, people will increasingly reject what is 
instead the infinite array of complex geometries provided to us by design software packages. Both the forms that constitute our built environment as well as the repeated graphic orna-
ment that is printed on today's facades will inevitably reach the kitsch effect of rejection in favor of a non-faceless architecture. Both Form and Ornament of architecture will have to 
regain their primordial meanings of iconology and symbology that can be related to the local identity. The one that carries neither will be increasingly rejected by society. The hyper-prac-
ticality of architecture has reached an apex that has gravely enfeebled the Functions of Ornament put forth by the varying opinions of Adolf Loos, Louis Sullivan, Antoine Picon and Far-
shid Moussavi. I believe that the current demand for Ornament, is one that questions it's disappearance and demands a re-newed relationship of art embeded within architecture. The art 
in architecture that is ornament should re-instate what Antoine Picon called the “ornamental triad”, Pleasure, Social Distinction and Knowledge, for the ornament of tomorrow. In this day 
and age, the paradox of ornament as “a thing used to make something look more attractive but usually having no practical purpose”  will be more and more cherished by society. 
“The presence or absence of ornament should, certainly in serious work, be determined at the very beginnings of the design […] creative architecture is an art so fine that its power is mani-
fest in rhythms of great subtlety, as much so indeed as those of musical art, its nearest relative” 
         -Louis Sullivan   
Part 1: The Digital Hammer and Chisel 
With the help of engineers and programmers, the tool of the architect is rapidly changing. The architect no longer has to wait for the hundreds of builders and sculptors to rise the build-
ing from the ground and carve the ornament out of the stone. He has been given the gift of technology to rapidly construct his structures and their adornments. From the largest scale of 
architecture, the form, to its smallest detail, the ornament, architecture will soon be able to be tested in virtual reality, updatable as walls change their colors and patterns and finally, fabri-
cated in one piece or assembled from multiple parts as form and ornament abandon the original challenges of their past mediums.
On Updating Architecture:
 The Microsoft home of the future is a very early example of the dematertialized, digital architecture of tomorrow (http://www.design-confidential.com/microsofts-home-of-the-fu-
ture/). It is only a matter of time before we fuse all interior and possibly exterior walls with the multiple visual realms of screens, projections and other digital representations. Projecting 
multiple combinations of colors, patterns, pictures and sounds on our floors, walls and ceilings, creating a potentially infinite range of atmospheres. One day, a wall could be visually brick 
and the next it could be wallpaper pattern, or a copy of a Dali painting. Architecture will become like an iPhone, where apps are like materials, infinitely updatable as we install these new 
programs to create «digital worlds» without ever having to tear down or paint over our constructions. The control hub of the home is linked to social media and will access a guest's 
photos, favorite colors, pictures of home etc...Architecture will live longer and renovations will become easier as both facades and interiors change their appearance to fit anyone's aes-
thetic preferences, on demand, at any point in time, providing an endless customization of one's home interior and, soon enough, exteriors.
The Microsoft Home by Microsoft - Redmond, WA
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On Fabricating architecture:
Large scale 3D printers like Hans Vermulen KamerMaker, meaning Room Maker in Dutch, are able to fully print a traditional Dutch townhouse, complete with all ornaments on its facade. 
As this technology develops, our clients homes will be built and delivered on site within the day (http://vimeo.com/87843940). Skyscrapers like Skycityone in China are to be made of 
pre-fabricated parts thanks to these large scale 3D printers that will accelerate the construction process by assembling these parts on site as if they were Legos, allowing the tallest sky-
scrapers in the world, like Skycity, to be built in six months or less (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3fx5AVyHuds). Thanks to this technology, the customization of architectural parts 
will be more cost-effective to fit the new possibilities offered by software packages providing us with infinite libraries of shapes, forms and complete building blocks needed to assemble 
a house or a skyscraper, all fabricated by the same machine.   
The KamerMaker 3D printer by Utilimaker and ArchitectburoDUS - 
Amsterdam, Netherlands 
The “Crime” that was once considered Ornament by Adolf Loos in 1913 can now be forgiven by architects that choose to re-implement it as they substitute yesterday's craftmen 3D print-
ers of today's Modern Times. With the aid of technologies we have surpassed Sullivan's modernist slogan of “Form follows function” that directed all our attention towards the functional-
ity of architecture and less about the meanings of the forms created. Architecture is rapidly changing as the technologies provided to us facilitate not only a rapid construction and assem-
bly but also the ability to better visualize and multiply the geometric forms of our work. These software packages can generate infinite amounts of shapes that can either become the 
sculptural component of the building or an exoskeleton made up of smaller figures that act as embellishment to facades, and possibly, interiors. 
Part 2: Ornament's New Face
“It is my belief that it is of the very essence of every problem that it contains and suggests its own solution.” 
         - Louis Sullivan 
Could this also mean that at the core of every solution lies its own problem? 
Technologies have indeed helped us recreate ornament with a new medium. Whether it be projected on a screen, printed on a facade or built from 3D printers, the ornament has made a 
revolutionary comeback in graphic form. As we head towards hyper-practicality and efficiency of building architecture and its parts, we inherently become more and more seduced by 
the ease that comes with computer aided designs. Architects are less and less challenged with an easy “Ctrl C, Ctrl V” copy and paste, now that we have the necessary software that can 
generate new haphazards by shifting, shearing, twisting, curving and pixelating the most basic of shapes to reach more sophisticated ones.
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Form:
In another case, the form of the building as ornament turns it into a large scale inhabited sculpture, like King Abdulaziz Center of Knowledge and Culture in Saudi Arabia by Snohetta. 
This kind of architecture could be seen as the next step in architectural evolution from the Duck found on Long Island mentioned by Robert Venturi and Denise Scott Brown. The form will 
either be the letter like a great yellow “M” for Richard and Maurice McDonald's headquarters or it will simply be a gigantic BigMac burger. Our cities will fill themselves with “decorated 
sheds” and “ducks” to provide the citizens with an iconic architecture as the corporate capitalist leaders fight for the buildings that become large logos of their firms. Form is also what the 
architect seems to be paying more and more attention to in order to achieve his, and his clients, goal of an iconic architecture and profit from the attention that comes with it. But iconog-
raphy requires meaning and it is this significance that is yet again missing from these undifferentiated forms, easily confused with eachother, not having any strong relatable statement or 
message from the architect to the people that inhabit and witness it's affect. Since these complex geometries are easily generated by software programs unconstrained by the local cul-
tural context and/or physical environment, architecture today may easily find twins from different designers across the globe that have applied similar aesthetic techniques to their projects.
          
       
        
      
       
    
 
      
          
                 
      
                                
      
           
Shift 
Shear
Twist
Pixelate
Curve
 Meiquan 22nd Century by Congqing Meiquan
Chongqing, China
Wangjing Soho Complex by Zaha Hadid Architects
Wangjing, China 
Y Building by NL Architects
Amsterdam, Netherlands
 Walter Towers by BIG
Prague, Czech Republic
Mahanakon Tower by OMA
Bangkok, Thailand
56 Leonard St by Herzog de Meuron
NYC, USA
Turning Torso by Santiago Calatrava
Malmo, Sweden
Infinity Tower by OMA
Dubai, UAE
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Once again, these techniques can be applied both at the smallest scale as well the largest. In one case, the ornament is printed on the facade and in the other, the form is enough to act 
as a large-scale sculpture without needing to add any superficial adornment. In either case, we lose our  affinity to meticulously curate architectural elements to orchestrate a symphony 
of parts that gives character to our homes, offices and public buildings. 
       “As the skill to achieve complex forms decreases, so does our societal value of complex formal outcomes”.    
         - Rory Scott 
Ornament:
The ornament as a pattern has became hypnotizing as historian and professor Antoine Picon suggests, accusing the swirls on the facade of the John Lewis store in Leicester by Foreign 
Office Architects to have had a negative optical effect on the viewer as the multi-layered exterior lace is reflected on glass planes. The once considered very cool-looking shapes that 
were  stitched onto a facade is evolving towards visually intriguing extinction to the bystander's eye. But it is not the medium that society may get bored with. On the contrary, technology 
offers us an infinite amount of possibilities to come up with new mediums as we progress in those realms. The beauty of technology is that it allows the controller to customize anything 
we wish; but it is the mass repetition of them that serves boredom. The ornament needs to be given back its motive, that can help the audience it exists for, to understand it, relate to it 
and  appreciate it so much that it may have a strong affect on their minds and their hearts so as to become memorable. Some contemporary buildings however have not forgotten the 
function of ornament and have consciously used the small detail to inform the viewer of the building's program that is relatable to certain communities. Jean Nouvel's Institut du Monde 
Arabe's facade is covered with islamic motifs that open and shut automatically acting as a brise-soleil for the building. This exhibits to the passerby a figure that shares symbology with 
the varying communities of the Arab world.  
             
             
             John Lewis Department Store by FOE – Leicester, UK 
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The Nouveau Realists thought of new ways to perceive 
reality though this was not done without control. 
Meticulous scrutinization of Reality was needed in 
order to fully understand it so as to create 
any kind of modified version. Now that the 
other issues have explored Illogicalities 
and the understanding of them, this 
issue seeks to reintroduce the 
c o n t r a d i c t i o n s  o f  d a d a i s m  
w i t h  o r d e r .  T o  d o  s o ,  a  
system of translation 
must be created to 
d e f a m i l i a r i z e  
r e a l i t i e s .
Through selective 
architectural studies 
of Parisian facades, 
a system will emerge to 
regulate chaos and provide 
new meanings to known functions. 
T h e  o r n a m e n t s  t h a t  h a v e  b e e n  
p l a c e d  o n  t h e s e  f a c a d e s  s h a l l  b e  
merged with eachother to spring their 
radical extreme. Their functions as supplementary 
e l e m e n t s  t h a t  h a v e  n o  p r a c t i c a l  u s e  w i l l  
now spread  onto  the  funct ion  of  the ir  host  as  
F a n a t i c  O r n a m e n t s .
x
F A N A T I C  O R N A M E N T S
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 In order to prevent architecture from alienating itself, it is my firm belief that the 
project of Curated Disorders should be highly selective in terms of who and what it 
impacts. This impact is not global but very local and should vary as such according to each 
project it disorders. 
The selected context is the facade of Paris’s Haussmanian building as a signature style of 
Parisian architecture. The following set of drawings will analyze it in order to discover 
how ornament is curated on the exterior of these buildings. A system will then be put in 
place which will allow anomalies to happen and be curated to deform the original host. 
this system will work like a matrix based on the X,Y and Z axis dependent on the datum of 
ornamentation that exists on Haussmannian Facades.
F A N A T I C  O R N A M E N T S
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T h e  
Hor izontal  
e l e m e n t s  o f  t h e  
facade revolve around the 
balcony. the railing of the balcony 
is like an intricate iron lace that is 
balanced with other horizontal elements 
that frame the window, mainly 
the top and the base. the balcony 
i s  l i k e  a  s t a g e ,  
to observe and be 
o b s e r v e d
.
F A N A T I C  O R N A M E N T S
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The 
elements that 
were discovered on 
the  Vert ical  ax is  were  
c o n c e n t r a t e d  a r o u n d  t h e  
window.  the window’s framing is  
highly ornamented, like that of a painting 
which gives a  certain amount of 
importance to the notion of the 
viewer. He stands behind  n 
ornamented screen to  
and observe the 
c i t y  below    
.
F A N A T I C  O R N A M E N T S
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The matrix That connects all of the ornaments 
of a Parisian Facade on the X,Y and Z axis 
have developped a framework that allows 
for the extrusion and intrusions of 
these elements within the build-
ing’s more general enveloppe. 
Keeping them within their 
own distinct categories 
of Horizontal and Vertical, 
these would later 
be combined into 
one struc-
ture
.
  
In 
do ing  
so ,  many
opportunities 
a r o s e  a n d  a  
model was made to 
look more closely at 
what  sort  of  moments  
would occur that could help 
define the necessary ingredients 
to curate disorders. this would lie 
in the creation of new ornaments using 
the existing ones fused with eachother to 
defamiliarize them into FANATIC Ornaments.
F A N A T I C  O R N A M E N T S
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F A N A T I C  O R N A M E N T S
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1 - The FreeStanding Frame
A Frame, usually accompanied by its orna-
ment or its balcony has been moved along 
the grid in such fashion that it finds itself 
unatached to a wall. it is freestanding and 
acts purely as a sculpture that directs 
ones attention to what is behind regard-
less of wether or not it is interior or exte-
rior. Here, the Ornament becomes purely 
sculptural.
2 - The Floating Ornament 
In this element, The Floating Ornament 
has been robbed from one or more of its 
components. This can be the railing of the 
balcony or its base; the pediment above the 
window without the actual frame.
Here, Ornament has been defamiliarized.
3 - The Flat Poche
This phenomenon occurs when two frames 
with or without their components touch 
eachother. Balconies then form cages and 
ornaments of the frame form squares or 
highly ornamented openings. Here, orna-
ment has framed a space
4 - The Impossible Space
The final element is the next step after 
the Flat Poche. after being back to back, if 
the frames or balconies move past eacho-
ther and face eachother then they have 
created a room that locks itself as an 
inaccessible one. Here, Ornament has 
enclosed space.
Throughout the experimentation of this Curated Disorder, The Radical Ornament first mani-
fested itself in four different versions:
1 - The FreeStanding Frame
2 - The Floating Ornament 
3 - The Flat Poche
4 - The Impossible Space
1
2
3
4
F A N A T I C  O R N A M E N T S
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S/S, 2009 (HC) F/W, 2007-2008 (PAP) S/S, 2008 (HC)
F/W, 2009-2010 (HC)
F/W, 2012-2013 (PAP)
S/S, 2010
S/S, 2011
F/W, 2010-2011(HC)
F/W, 2011-2012 (HC)
F/W, 2010-2011 (PAP)
S/S, 2006 (HC)
S/S, 2014 (HC)
F/W, 2011-2012 (PAP) S/S, 2012 (PAP)
S/S, 2013 (HC) F/W, 2013-2014 F/W, 2013-2014 (HC)
F/W, 2014-15 (PAP) F/W, 2014-2015 (HC) S/S, 2015 (PAP)
F A N A T I C  O R N A M E N T S
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F a n a t i c  O r n a m e n t s
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 As a result, our cities skylines have changed from those of yesterday. From Houston to Doha, to Dubai, to La Defense, Architecture has become anonymous and homogenous in 
favor of a practical preference for easy-aesthetic both at large and small scales. As architects construct buildings of the trend du jour, regardless of their surroundings' cultural context 
and heritage, they blend with each other into the crowd as they serve only their own purposes. This is not to say that we should enforce more laws of preservation or laws of coding, 
zoning or choices of materials; like they did in Jerusalem during the British mandate in 1918 when Governor Ronald Storrs legislated the use of the Jerusalem stone to be on the facade 
of every building in the holy city. One could see the attraction in preserving local aesthetic while another could see this act as mere prohibition for architects to express themselves utiliz-
ing their preferred materials for more sustainable, efficient, cost or aesthetic purposes. 
Graphically-aided architecture, at the scale of both ornament and form, is increasingly being devalued as society understands its easiness and rejects it's uniformity in favor of a less 
non-identifiable architecture. The meaningless ornament and form took away the political messages they once conveyed behind their physical surface making it less empathic to the 
local identity or less provoking by not having any particular statement or meaning. 
Part 3: Kitschdom and the Kitsch Affect
A reasonable question to ask at this point is “So what? What is the problem? Is there a problem?”. If there is a problem, it cannot be tested or measured in numbers or polls and surveys 
that cannot be taken on a concern with subjective aesthetical preferences of architecture.
“When enough time has elapsed the new is looted for new “twists” which are then watered down and served up as kitsch.”
         - Clement Greenberg
Kitschdom would be the place in which a once preferred architectural style is predominant, in this case, due to its economic, easy, practical and functional fabrication methods. This style 
is prominent in everyone's home, everyone's office and every other existing structure. It lacks the individuality required to build up a city's vibrant individuality instead of an otherwise 
homogenous physique.
Society of Boredom
As we know, Kitsch is the capitalization of culture. Clement Greenberg in his essay “Avant-Garde and Kitsch”, written in 1939, mentions that kitsch is for the masses that do not have easy 
access to that educated sense of culture like the bourgeoisie does. That which is Kitsch is universal literacy destined for the proletariat outside the city that are seeking for knowledge that 
comes within an urban setting but are “insensible to the values of genuine culture”. If we are headed towards an architecture that ignores or worse, rejects local identity, then more and 
more will our cities look alike, inevitably loosing all that we have learned to cherish. As we fight to keep our monuments standing and our ancient cities from collapsing, returning to 
these historic centers will increasingly remind us of our architectural roots.  
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 British philosopher Alain de Botton mentions in “Architecture of Happiness”, quoting British philosopher John Ruskin, that architecture should do two things: Shelter us and Speak 
to us. Speak to us of all the things we think are most important and that we need to be reminded of on a daily basis. As we continuously head towards building the same constructions in 
Los Angeles as much as in Tokyo, in a radical extreme of the situation, we will no longer appreciate or even consider the exterior face of architecture and only be concerned with what 
pearl lies in its shell. The function of the facade would then, as a solution, become paramount to remind us of the terroir, differentiating itself from other architectural trends and styles.
“The idea is that we have a responsibility to society. That gives us a role as architects not just to the client but also to the passer-by and society as a whole.”
         - Richard Rogers
Society of Control 
Kitsch is rejected not only because it reduces knowledge to a mere image of an object but also because it is seen everywhere, available everywhere, owned by everyone. No longer will  
just the bourgeoisie reject it but anyone that is not insensible to their identity. The capitalist solution of providing everyone with everything is a dream of a universal peace and happiness 
that will never exist. As this perfect end-goal of satisfying everyones needs based on Occidental idologies of freedom and happiness, we would all become the same based on this “per-
fect” model of the human with the same morals and values, reduced solely to their economic concerns to achieve what has been called «the American Dream».  French economist and 
writer Herve Juvin suggests in his book “La Grande Separation” that an opposite reaction will occur where people shall instead reinforce their national pride and local ethics. The people 
of varying nations will refuse to merge and succumb with political and social principles of predominant nations. 
“Globalization, in which we sought out a universal homogeneity is instead waking it's opposite reaction: the return of particularistic identities, singularities and more generally, a return to 
the notion of  “we”.”
         - Herve Juvin
Sonmi-451 in Cloud Atlas         Neo in The Matrix         Sonny in I-Robot
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Part 4: The Symbiotic Relationship of Art & Architecture
 Artists are the documenters of history. They have always been the voice of their Zeitgeist at any given point in time. Through art, we understand the social and political climate of 
that time as artists transcend through their craft the various mediums that manifest forms and colors that conveys the reality that is succumbing around them as history evolves and new 
styles emerge. If we are to translate canvases to the scale of our buildings, we get the ornament whose dialectic has been missing in contemporary practice. Ornament is the architect's 
voice like the canvas is to the artist. [[While ornament can give meaning to its larger host, the latter has had much more challenges to face when it comes to embedding itself within it's 
environment, providing the audience and occupants with a distinctive experience that is relatable to their own culture.]] Ornament is the smallest element of architecture that, fused with 
the increasingly customizable tools of varying technologies, can bring back meaning to our buildings as they express the architects voice who documents the historical evolution of archi-
tecture. 
Has the architects that have collaborated with artists have produced the more memorable architectural works of history? Architects use to design their temples, their churches and civic 
monuments as frames for the artist's work. Niches, pediments and friezes would host bas-reliefs and sculptures; Moldings and entire ceilings would frame frescoes, paintings and mosaics 
done by the greatest artists. What would an Alan Barr diagram showing the correlation between art-historical and architectural-historical time periods look like? Would we find that since 
the turn of the 20th century, avant-gardism and modernism were equally responsible for the break-up of the relationship between Art and Architecture as their makers strived to express 
newness for the sake of innovation? With our new toys, we should be able to play a new game that aims to produce an ornament that makes architecture both local, meaningful, and 
synchronized once more as they re-insert order into a chaotic avant-garde for the sake of avant-garde trend.
“Decoration was historically related to the technology of its time”
         -Denise Scott Brown
Looking back at the very few examples where artists have collaborated with architects, lessons can be learned from these experiments as we see the negative and positive aspects of an 
artist's architecture. 
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Inhabited Sculpture
Firstly, the work of French painter and sculptor Sacha Sosno who coined the short-lived theory that «architecture is inhabited sculpture» as Romanian sculptor Constantin Brancusi said. 
Working with the power of obliteration, he collaborated with the French architects Yves Bayard and Francis Chapuis to turn one of his sculptures into the Central Library of Nice in South-
ern France. 
    
     
 Unseemingly so, Sosno very carefully considered the specific context and site of the library in a park called the “Promenade des Arts” so as not to make the building too imposing. 
Heavily occupied with smaller scaled sculptures, the park is directly adjacent to the Museum of Contemporary and Modern Art of Nice (the building we can see in the back of the image 
on the upper right). The building is treated as a sculpture, meaning they stand isolated in the middle of plazas or take up the entirety of the site. Sosno makes sure that his architectural 
sculptures does not interfere with the surrounding context. One could argue that architecture that neglects its surroundings should be treated as individual objects on their own like The 
Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao by Frank Ghery or the Sydney Opera House by Jorn Utzon that stand alone projecting bays. OMA's Casa de Musica in Porto, Portugal is an example of 
sculptural architecture that are out of place for their form. One could argue that this building would have been more imbedded within it's site if it was standing in the middle of the plaza, 
acting as a sculptural piece rather than an object that disturbs the visual sequence of the Portuguese architecture perimeting the plaza. One of the many benefits of highly sculptural 
architecture projects is that they have attracted the attention of the masses to go on pilgrimage to these cities. “Starchitects”, like artists, tend to be those who create architecture that 
have strong authorship and signature style, that is manifested through, mainly, formal outcomes. 
“Architecture is inhabited sculpture”
        -Constantin Brancusi
La Tete au Carre               Bibliotheque Centrale de Nice
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For cities whose architecture was as stern as Tirana, this is a perfect example of how society reacted in favor of a benevolent architecture even though it did not encourage a conservation 
of local identity. Edi Rama argues in an interview at the Tate Modern discussing the relationships between art and architecture that for a city like Tirana, who was so different from other of 
Europe's historical cities, the artistic approach of painting over the entire capital was acceptable as there was no foundation on it beforehand that could relate to the Albanian culture. 
This is why he permitted himself to make such a drastic move. This kind of dramatic change of a city is evidence to me as to how Art embeds the political and social dialectic around at 
that time. Being the only example of its kind, nothing could be considered Kitsch about it as people welcomed the colors that many criticized and originally rejected. 
Installed Architecture
The last category of art that cohabits with architecture is the dominant style or form of art that exists today: large-scale, spatially-interactive installations. Large Art installations are more 
and more common in art museums. Artist take up whole rooms as they expose their art like the Baitogogo by Brazilian Artist Henrique Oliveira whose trees evolve out of columns that 
grow out of the architecture on the floor, wall and ceiling. As art installations take up these entire rooms to make statements based on the artist's own experiences, critiques and/or emo-
tional expressions, one could start imagining this artistry to take place into everyday architecture.
“Baitogogo” at the Palais de Tokyo in Paris, France – Henrique Oliveira
The Prada installed sculpture that acts as an inoccupiable architecture in the desert town of Marfa, Texas, differently uses this method of large installations to make a bold statement. This 
work was done as a result of the collaboration of London based artists Elmgreen & Dragset and American Architects Ronald Rael and Virginia San Fratello as well as designer Miuccia 
Prada, who handpicked the items that were to be exposed and nailed them behind the windows on their pedestals. The striking controversy of the Prada trademark logo being in the 
middle of nowhere was part of the artists reasoning, attempting to convey a critique towards consumer-culture, gentrification and luxury branding. The building obviously does not fit in 
it's context because it would go against it's values as a brand that is rather elitist. But considering the context is non-existent, architectural sculptures of this sort should be treated the 
same way as Sosno's Bibliotheque Centrale : a stand-alone sculpture.
“Untitled (Prada, Marfa)” in Marfa, TX – Elmgreen & Dragset
17
Finally, some installations are not always permanent but are still highly related to architecture. Works by Bulgarian artist Christo and his wife Jeanne-Claude famously wrapped the 
Reischtag museum in Berlin and the Pont-Neuf in Paris, temporarily changing our perception of the architecture. However, Christo's work would rarely ever have a powerful impact as it 
would erase the face of architecture. The best example for an artistic architecture that fits in 
The Verity in Subjective Beauty
 There is a truth to beauty. A rule that can be applied to all those that have felt it in their hearts. An object is beautiful when it conveys a meaning, that is only translated through an 
emotional reaction, to a viewer who is either complemented or reduced by it. The supplementary ornament will become increasingly valuable to us as it reminds us of where we are, 
reflect who we are and remembers the achievements of both the architect and society for future generations.. Our goal today should be to strive to create an impact of an architecture 
similar to the affect that Giotto's work in the Basilica of Santa Croce in Florence had on French writer and psychologist Marie-Henri Beyle, better known as Stendhal. He experienced what 
became known as the Stendhal Syndrome. Venezuelan-American Philosopher Jason Silva describes the definition of the syndrome: “A psychosomatic condition in which an individual 
can be so moved by an aesthetic work, a work of art can affect him so deeply, that he can literally loose consciousness. The individual can, literally, pass out from the aesthetic impact of 
the work art”.
"Belief in the significance of architecture is premised on the notion that we are, for better or for worse, different people in different places - 
and on the conviction that it is architecture's task to render vivid to us who we might ideally be"
         - Alain de Botton
 The fundamental relationship between artists and architecture should be re-inserted into society as we give a character to a space and form of a building through ornament. This 
ornament will provide experience and visuals that makes society believe and understand that architecture can be seen as an inhabited sculpture that provides meaning and affects ones 
life. These sculptures today can be seen in museums as art installations that take up entire spaces. The artisanal quality of the maker can be felt again as he restores his position as the 
master-builder who is in control of the work, connecting him and his architecture more directly. This relationship will improve the 21st century ornament as a carefully crafted object curat-
ed on exteriors and interiors that use the aid of digital fabrication with control, so as not to disappoint the viewer and society with a boring easy-aesthetical structure. If the art is given 
back its true meaning and iconic voice, it should and will relate to the spirit of our age as we refuse to become part of a society that ignores the differentiation of individuals.
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By using the techniques of contradiction that existed in Dadaism fused with those of psychoanalysis and defamiliarization in 
Surrealism and Nouveau-Realism, my thesis examines the possibility of an architectural typology that critiques hyper-func-
tionalities, anonymous ornament and the general facelessness of most commercialized architecture today. 
Within the context of a Haussmannian facade will be created a simple matrix that allows for the displacement of architectural 
elements in and out of their intended contexts leading to the curation of the reverse,  the disordered twin.
 Since the turn of the 19th century, art and architecture have experienced a break-up in their relationship even though it 
use to be that they would share meaning and symbology. Architecture would host art by framing it in the architect’s own art, 
ornament, that gave individuality to a building (Ornament in Architecture, Louis Sullivan). The Avant-Garde certainly encour-
aged this separation through “the reduction of experience to expression for the sake of expression, the expression mattering 
more than what is being expressed” to such an extent that our buildings increasingly represent the celebration of technology 
for it's capability to generate complex geometries (Avant-Garde and Kitsch, Clement Greenberg). Temporarily dismissing 
form and emphasizing function and due to the rise of modernism with the accusation of ornament as a “crime”, architects 
became sculptors that were responsible for a form whose geometric purity was enough to satisfy the aesthetic function of Ar-
chitecture. The absence of adornment acted as proof to the architects preference towards purism in the 20th century. Today, it 
seems like the dominating trend or style has responded to the severities of modernism and re-prioritized the values of aes-
thetics by exhausting our facades with the new forms provided to us by our digital tools. Many printed patterns and enve-
lopes dismiss what Antoine Picon calls the Ornamental Triad of Knowledge, Pleasure and Social Distinction (Ornament: the 
Politics of Architecture and Subjectivity, Antoine Picon). Aesthetics use to have a primordial purpose to carry meaning and 
speak of the political and social happenings of their time. Artists are the documentors of history that log into our timeline the 
celebrated figures, memorable events and Spirit of their age onto their canvases. Hugo Ball, the writer of the first DaDa mani-
festo of 1916, wrote “For us, art is not an end in itself . . . but it is an opportunity for the true perception and criticism of the 
times we live in”. This thesis project responds to the post-rationalizations of hyper-practicalities by exploring the possibilities 
of a DaDa Architecture: a typology that abolishes rational thinking in architecture as it pertains to both form and function.
C L A I M
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 If Louis Sullivan states “Form Follows Function” and Oscar Niemeyer reciprocates with “Form Follows Beauty”, than a con-
tradiction already exists between modernists where one cannot prove that a project's architectural performance, both in it's 
form and in it's function, is “better” or “worse”, formally or functionaly, than another's. Comparing the works of Oscar Niemey-
er with those of Louis Sullivan, one can immediately notice the absence of ornament in Niemeyer's but the abundance of it in 
Sullivan's. Though ornament is meant to exist as a supplementary addition to make any object beautiful, we can therefore 
prove the contrary, that ornament's existence does not pertain to the addition of beauty. For one, form was ornament and for 
the other, functional forms would be ornamented. Adolf Loos was a great admirer of Sullivan's work and on his return from 
America he wrote his polemical essay “Ornament and Crime” where he accused the ornamentor to be a straggler whose work 
injures both himself and the advancement of culture.
 But if we look closely at Loos's architecture, the ornament lies on the choice of materials, their pattern, their color,  and the 
meticulous curation of architectural elements such as the window, the door, and recessed surfaces. The philosophies set forth 
during modernism instigated generations of architecture who, some still today,  have prioritized functionality over form when 
none should exist. Here I turn to Dadaism for the use of it's contradictions. When explaining the essence of Dada, Giulio 
Carlos Argan said, “An artistic movement that negates art is a contradiction: Dada is that contradiction” (Walkscapes: Walking 
as an aesthetic practice, Francesco Carreri). Using the illogicalities of contradictions, I will be relating the meanings of Dada-
ism to our discipline by attempting to understand these translations and how they relate to the contemporary architectural 
issues mentioned earlier. An Architecture movement that negates architecture is a contradiction: DaDa is that contradiction. 
The challenge lies in the study of an typology that is composed of curated elements that are paradoxical to our understanding 
of them: Curated Disorders. Though ornament has been able to make a reappearance since post-modernism, the practicali-
ties of modern technology offered one that could be so easily designed and fabricated that it lost the individuality in its ex-
pression. In Loos's own words “Since ornament is no longer organically linked with our culture, it is also no longer the expres-
sion of our culture”(Ornament and Crime, Adolf Loos). Curated Disorders merges the lessons of modernism for their affinities 
of curating architectural elements and creates contradictions for the hyper-practicalities that we have established in contem-
porary architectural discourse in the hope of re-inserting value and individuality into contemporary ornament.
“A building which is truly a work of art (and I consider none other) is in its nature, essence and physical being an emotional ex-
pression. […] while the mass composition is the more profound, the decorative ornamentation is the more intense. Yet must 
both spring from the same source of feeling.”
     - Louis Sullivan 
           Ornament in Architecture 1892
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I.D.-Ality introduces the first of three Issues that acts as a diary of 
ideas whose wish is to be criticized. By exhibiting itself to the 
school of Architecture, heavily precedented on the Dadaist 
review Literature, the twenty paged magazines each have their 
own themes that contribute to a larger claim that is the Thesis.
They record the evolution of thoughts and visions, diagrams and 
designs, that increasingly become more specific in the hope of 
proposing an example or set of examples for Curated Disorders.
This first magazine introduces the theories of Dada and their 
tools of abolishing logic defined as a method for post-rational-
ization of opinions. 
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r t
rchitect
Is a review that is instrumental to a silenced dialectic of Art
in Architecture. Informally a manifest of instinctive
impulses and formally a memoir, her challenge is to provoke
the visualization of a fictional fantasy through
imagery and poetry. An extortion of torment and
ecstasy, She rids herself from fear of final
judgment&evaluation........The ART in
ARCHITECTURE that is ORNAMENT,
should be voiced again by her
maker as the smallest curated
 artifact that may cause the
greatest affect on an
 audience . By virtue
 of THE MIND,
poised by
 LOGIC, 
X
issues
enters the
 realm of the
 Illogical to achieve
TRUE REASON. X ISSUES
is a game of creative confi-
dence whose aim is to provide
an investment for intellectual
capital. This first review of I.D.-ality
envisions a world of Liberal Expressionism.
it questions society’s current freedom of
aesthetic representation to reach the conclusion
that there is absolutely no truth in any kingdom of ART.
 Do poeple really believe that there is such a thing as a 
. . . T R U T H  I N  A R C H I T E C T U R E . . .
A meticulous lie that has proved the accuracy of their opinions?
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Question      LISTEN       INFER
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ask a question ? then listen ... digest and then form an opinion !
suggest attitudes and perpetuate the conversation whilst learning from
the opinions of those who made claims before you and even more those who challenge you
once the dialogue slows down, ask questions again
the coma is the symbol of an endless dialogue that
 encourages one to engage in conversation
 with the other, 
to have 
brain
sex
,
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much like biology’s taxonomic ranks,
Life consists of three domains and six kingdoms.
For me they are not animalia, bacteria, funghi etc.
rather these are the various media that exist
for poeple to express themselves
L I F E
R E L I G I O N S C I E N C EA R T
FASHIONVISUAL PERFORMANCE ARCHITECTUREPOETRYSCULPTURE
The Performing Arts 
include everything that 
comes into the theatrical 
aspect of the spectacle 
weather it be a movie, 
play, musical, concert 
etc.
This Kingdom has the
ability to completely
immerse an audience
into another world of
Dreams. It involves a
series of images usually 
active vs. static making it 
visually richer than the 
Dream provoked by other
Kingdoms. It exists to 
entertain.
Affect F A I T H Verity
The Visual arts is a 
realm that is abslutely 
free from function. 
Bounded by a frame, the 
surreal is easily achieve-
able within it weather it 
be painted, photographed 
or collaged. People 
appreciate this kind of 
art for what it. Some-
times
this includes its symbol-
ism, but it can also be 
completely arbitrary. A 
simple connection 
between the viewer and 
the work.
I see sculpture as the 
first Kingdom that pro-
vokes Architecture on a 
smaller scale as it may 
occupy large spaces. 
Within this Kingdom are 
the realms of installa-
tions, sometime even 
including pavillions.
Sculptures can range 
from small to large 
scale without ever 
having to be functional 
or without ever having 
to host a program. It’s 
differentiation from 
poetry and visuals lies 
in its dimensional quali-
ty of occupying space.
Poetry is the last King-
dom that is entirely free 
from function dealing 
only with an artists 
expression. As long as 
the pen has ink in it, its 
only “function” is to 
provoke an emotional 
reaction. There might or 
might not be a morale 
but this makes it no 
different than the two 
previously mentioned 
Kingdoms. Poetry can 
often be used as a tool 
to elegantly express a 
message within its sister-
ly Kingdoms.
The Kingdom of Fashion 
is the first to require 
decisions that involve 
Design based on irre-
futible features. It must 
be worn wich means that 
the garnment must fit 
humans based on the fact 
that we have two arms, 
two legs and a head 
which inherrently 
impacts the form of the 
object. How comfortable 
wearing and living within 
its skin is within the 
power of the designer. 
While sculpture is most 
often experienced on the 
exterior, around its 
periphery, Architecture 
is experienced from 
within. The design of 
Architecture is highly 
impacted by the laws of 
physics therefore call-
ing the involvement of 
other members like engi-
neers, geologists etc...It 
is themost functional of 
all the six Kingdoms of 
Art. originally meant to 
shelter, its evolution 
has involved other king-
doms.
Some of these deal with subjectivity,
while others have to deal with objective realities.
It is the fusing of these art kingdoms that help
create  an  art ist ’s  architecture  instead
o f  a  m e a n i n g l e s s  f o r m
?           . . .            ! ?           . . .            !
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Since the turn of the 19th century, art and architecture have experienced a break-up in their
relationship. It use to be that they would share meaning and symbology; architecture would 
often host art in it’s form with Ornament, the architect’s art, as a method to frame the artist’s 
work in architecture. Though the Avant-Garde certainly encouraged this seperation, so
did the advancement of technology in creating what has become today a computer-
generated form made up of complex geometries that has become meaningless,
 even arbitrary, over time. With the rise of modernism and the accusation
of “Ornament as crime”, The architect became the artist that built
grand and meaningless sculptures that served only their fucntion. 
But the function of aesthetics is to carry meaning and speak for its time. Artists are the 
documentors of history that log into our timeline the celebrated figures and memorable events of 
their age. Architects have abandoned what Antoine Picon called the Ornamental Triad of Pleasure, 
Social Distinction and Knowledge. The form of our built environment now depends on the
 sublimity of an image and the stylistic trend that voices no relation to our society other
than proving the hyper-functionality of a digital age. But technology is a very help-
ful tool that is to be used with accuracy for it to be effective. In order to avoid a
homogenous architecture, it is our duty to curate architectural
elements and ornaments to evoke an affect to the audience. 
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Let me be as clear as i can when i say i don’t know
J. SHIT
The only voice i can provide is one of many opinions
based on experiences, not truths!
.
The beauty of a building, like that of a human body, lies less in the exactitude 
of unvarying proportion and the relative size of consituent parts than in the grace of 
its form, wherein nothing other than a pleasing variation can sometimes give rise to a 
perect and matchless beauty without strict adherence to any proportional rule. a face 
can be both ugly and beautiful without any change in proportions, so that the alter-
ation of the features - for example the contraction of the eyes and the enlargement 
of the mouth - can be the same when one laughs as when one weeps, with the result that 
can be pleasing in one case and repugnant in the other; whereas, 
the dissimilar proportions of two different faces can be equally beautiful.
        - Claude Perrault
“
”
“If  you find a building beautiful it  is  be-
cause,  at  some level,  you’re imagining the 
values that come from this building are in 
synch with your own.”
     -Alain de Botton
Is He Really Perfect ?. . .
. . .
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Society’s Ideality ME
A PRODUCT
!I’m not a
 product
 of/for s
ociety!
Save the World
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       ? don’t know How ?
Please everyone not possible! I.D.G.A.F. what u think
...sometimes
Be Functional
Make Money BE ALIVE
LAWS
I’d rather be      f r e e  
no matter how golden the cage
Satisfy the consumer
user friendly Just F E E L  Me
Be Rational
Logic
I came to life
, it wasn’t lo
gic,
I fell in love
 and that was
n’t logic,
i will die but
 that already
 seems more l
ogic,
“everything 
that has a be
gining has an
 end neo”
Love me or Hate me
Impress
Don’t lie, be Honest
F e e l
1+1 = 2
No, that’s what they said    1 + 1 = 
Be normal or different ME I AM
Think
Study Experience
A Z
Be Honest
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- T o y o  I t o -
- H o w a r d  T h u r m a N -
Identity has been stolen from 
us.  We are all increasingly 
infected by a mask that dictates 
our mind as we wear it  with pride 
to fit  in a  society of control and 
share the same ideal of a per-
fect identity.  The only true way 
to live is  in
New Babylon:
“Homo Ludens himself will seek 
to transform,  to recreate,  those 
surroundings,  that world,  ac-
cording to his new needs.  The 
exploration and creation of the 
environment will them happen to 
coincide because,  in creating his 
domain to explore,  Homo Ludens 
will apply himself to exploring 
his own creation.  Thus we will 
be present at an uninterrupted 
process of creation and re-cre-
ation,  sustained by a generalized 
creativity that is  manifested in 
all domains of activity.”
 
   - Constant Nieuwenhuys
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Our city skylines have changed. From Houston, to Doha, to Singapore, to Tokyo, to 
La Defense, Architecture has become anonymous. As architects construct
buildings of the trend du jour, regardless of the surroundings' cultural
context and heritage, they blend with each other into the crowd as
 their buildings serve only their own purpose. Graphically aided
 architecture, at the the scale of both ornament and form, is
 increasingly being devalued as society understands its easiness and rejects its 
uniformity in favor of a less globalized architecture. OMA's Casa de Musica in 
Porto, Portugal is an example of highly sculptural architecture
 whose form is out of place. This building could have been more
 embedded within its site if it were standing as an isolated object
 in the midst of the plaza rather than disturbing the visual sequence of
 the Portuguese architecture on the plaza's periphery. Architecture should be of 
its place and time. Sculptural yet Meaningful and embedded within local identity.   
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[the escalator,  the elevator,  the ramp]
Are these Really Fundamentals?
?OR ARE  THEY  TOOLS?   
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At the Vennice Biennale of 2014,  Rem Koolhaas has presented
the 15  fundamentals of architecture.
if  these are truly fundamentals and should that ever be a “rule”
that architecture should contain these,
then let’s play around with them to fuse
Poetry and Architecture
in order to create
a dada poem
   
[Out of a society of control]
An Architecture w/out rules is 
FREE TO BE
! TO  HAVE  NO  RULE  IS  THE  ONLY  RULE!   
Let’s
P l a Y
TADAROUM
,           . . .            !!
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Curated disorders main topic is the practice of curating architec-
tural elements, as the modernists did, in order to achieve control 
and convey a particular message through architecture. The mod-
ernists achieved Purism through their curative techniques where-
as this review explores Surrealism and their tool of psychoanaly-
sis in order to understand the illogicalities of automatism in Da-
daism. 
Other than the review itself as a Dada artifact, Curated Disorders 
will use a second technique that will be used to exhibit the work 
in the issue throughout the school: A Happening that will take 
form through an ephemeral installation in the school’s Atrium.
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The goal of this review is to introduce the philosophies of 
three art  movements and their  techniques as  they 
pertain to my thesis claim. By primarily using the 
technique of contradictions  that existed in 
Dadaism fused with those of psychoanalysis 
and defamiliarization in Surrealism and 
Nouveau-Realism, my thesis studies an 
architectural typology that critiques 
the hyper-functionalities which 
c r e a t e d  a n  a n o n y m o u s  
ornament on a structure 
that is unrelatable 
to local identity. 
T h i s  r e v i e w
o f
Issues 
a d r e s s e s ,
T h r o u g h  t h e  
understanding of the 
purist order that existed 
in the architectural elements 
of modernism, their manipulation 
to curate their contemporary version 
a s  a  d i s o r d e r e d  t w i n .  
C u r a t e d  D i s o r d e r s  
is the ornamental system that is placed onto 
a r c h i t e c t u r e  t o  c r e a t e  c o n t r a d i c t i o n s  t h a t  
respond to specific architectural “truths” or “Rules” 
that  exist in architectural discourse and practice today.
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U n d e r s t a n d i n g
t h e  C u r a t i n g
of the Maison
T z a r a
P u r i s m
w a s  M o d e r n i s t
O r n a m e n t
In 1908, Adolf Loos wrote his essay 
“Ornament and Crime” where he accused 
embellishments to harm cultural evolution. for 
him, ornament had lost it’s individuality as it was 
impossible for the modernist to be able to relate to it 
“Since ornament is no longer a natural product of our culture”. 
instead, the pattern, color and placement of materials was, to him, the 
purest, most modern and cultivated form of ornament. the way in which Loos 
placed windows, doors, recessed surfaces and materials made him the 
expert at curating architecture with its own elements. through 
the understanding of his affinity for curation on the
 Maison Tzara, house of the founder of the Dada 
movement,  I  will  be able to achieve the
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T h e  M a r i e  C o q u i n e - F l o o r  L a m p
B y  P h i l i p p e  S t a r c k
a s  a  d e f a m i l i a r i z i n g
p i e c e  o f
furniture
The Umbrella 
as a reflective shade
The boxing bag
as a counterweight
The Baccarat chandelier.
A bourgeois item placed 
on a mobile piece of furniture 
instead of the centerpiece
of an ornamented ceiling.
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Once i have understood the curation of architectural elements, I can 
use this to my advantage to curate them in such a way that can evoke 
changes in our perception of them. In the composition of the Marie 
Coquine floor lamp by Philippe Starck, elements of the every day, 
almost like ready-mades, are put together to give new functions 
to known forms and a new form composed of known func-
tions. This is a form of Defamiliarization. The nouveau Re-
alists from the ecole de Nice in the South of France 
used this technique as they pioneered their new art 
movement with their manifesto set forth by Pierre 
Restany “Nouveau Realism = New ways of perceiving 
the real” Defamiliarization will be the tool that 
will be used to curate the known elements of ar-
chitecture into compositions that will alienate 
them to provide them with new meanings. 
These meanings will come with the message 
they carry taken from psychoanalysis. 
“There is “order” in art, yet not a single 
column of a Greek temple stands 
exactly in its proper order; poetic 
rhythm is similarly disordered 
rhythm. Attempts to systematize 
the irregularities have been 
made, and such attempts are 
part of the current problem 
in theory of rhythm. It is 
obvious that the system-
a t i z a t i o n  w i l l  n o t  
work, for in reality 
the problem is not 
one of complicat-
ing the rhythm 
but of disor-
dering the 
rhythm”
in
Art as Technique
by
V i k t o r  
Shklovsky
-
1917 
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Le Rêve de Charles de Beistegui
Construit par Le Corbusier
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II - Surrealsim helps understand these contradictions
 by carefully curating them onto architecture
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Curated Disorders
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Dadaism self destructed 
with the falling out of some of 
the party's prominent members that 
were in search for something that perhaps 
wasn’t so masochist as the shooting down of 
any idea. Andre Breton left the group and wrote 
his first Surrealist manifesto in 1924, the year that 
Dada ended. Though it was heavily inspired by Dadaism 
as it distanced itself from logic, it went against it by 
searching the deeper meaning behind the contradictions 
of the illogical mind. Using Freudian research, the surre-
alists, would attempt to further understand that which 
was done without conscious guidance. This is called 
Psychoanalysis. In order to do so, a tool had to be provided 
that could allow the subconscious to manifest itself so it 
could then be interpreted: automatism. It could be argued 
that even though the dadaists exercised a form of 
automatism, they never really invested too much time 
to understand it. I use psychoanalysis to understand 
the Dadaist’s automatisms in order to be able to 
adjust them and give meaning back to Dada 
c o n t r a d i c t i o n s  a n d  u s e  t h e s e  t o  
e x p r e s s  t h e  c r i t i q u e s  o f  
contemporary ornament behind
 Curated Disorders 
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F o r m e s  U r b a i n e s
X a v i e r  D e l o r y
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The Dada 
o r n a m e n t ,  w h o s e  
illogicalities and contra-
dictions have been interpreted 
a n d  u n d e r s t o o d  t h r o u g h  
psychoanalysis in order to be 
transformed into critiques on the 
contemporary ornament, can be 
translated back into architec-
tural elements and curated 
onto architecture through 
defamiliarization.
 
. . .
Through this process 
will be created the Curated 
Disorders of a Dada architec-
ture that relates to local iden-
tities and criticizes the hyper-
functionalities of contem-
porary practice.
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“Form Follows Function”
(Louis Sullivan)
Architecture is Structural
Architecture is Universal
Architecture is Rational
Architecture is a Product
“Form Follows Beauty”
(Oscar Niemeyer)
Architecture is Sculptural
Architecture is Contextual
Architecture is Illogical
Architecture is Art
An Architect makes his own definition of Architecture
Form, Function, Site.. .They follow what you wish them to follow
The only “rule” of architecture is that It does not follow anything for certain
Does this make architecture contradictory
?
Does it make it too much of a Subjective profession
?
i s  A r c h i t e c t u r e  
      A l r e a d y  D - a - d - a ?
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UNDER 
THE ROOF 
OF THE GRAND 
PALAIS, EXHIBITION 
HALL BUILT FOR THE 
UNIVERSAL EXPO OF 1900 
IN PARIS, SITE OF THE FIRST 
D A D A  H A P P E N I N G  A T  T H E  
SALON DES INDEPENDANTS 
IN 1920, WILL BE HELD 
T H E  E X P O  O F  
C U R A T E D  
DISORDERS
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This last issue focuses on the discovery of the elements needed 
to Curated Disorders. Using defamiliarization as the main tool 
that the Nouveau Realists used, Ornaments will be placed in a 
context that gives them a new narrative. These will not be ran-
domly placed as a system will emerge to contain them within a 
well defined grid. Mainly focused around the balcony and the 
ornaments around the window, these ornaments have been 
placed in new environents that are foreign to them making their 
function of being functionless even more prominent, sometimes 
even infecting the functionality of the larger host, the building. 
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60
L ’ E N T R A C T E
As seen in the last pages of the last issue, the programme of the 
project revolves around an installation for the luxury Fashion 
House of Chanel. In the nave of the Grand Palais in Paris, site of 
the first Dada Happening in 1920 and of seasonal runway shows 
by the fashion brand, will be the project that critiques faceless 
architecture as a building that embeds itself within its larger con-
text of Parisian architecture but that contains elements that 
highly contradict the functional qualities of architecture.
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Learning from Tirana
 Another form of architecture collaborating with artists is the one that is emphasized through painting, printing or spraying aerosol on their facades. Street art is an artistic style 
whose popularity has been growing exponentially since it's birth in the 1980's. It is different from graffiti or tagging as it usually imbeds strong satirical or political statements behind 
their aesthetic. British street artist Banksy is one of the more prominent figures in this realm ever since he placed a trompe-l'oeil or a little girl escaping the West Bank on the highly con-
troversial wall that sperates East and West Jerusalem. This kind of smart vandalism is something that many appreciate but also that many reject as street artists become notorious for 
doing the majority of their work in the night-time to avoid capture from local authorities. This criminal ornament can have an important impact on architecture by turning a banal building 
block into a world-wide monument. Such an example is Jeff Aerosol's “CHUUUTTTT” in Paris near the Centre Georges-Pompidou. The once austere wall was turned into a canvas, inviting 
other artists to add onto it their own touch. 5Pointz in the Queens borough of New York City is another testimony of the power that street art may have. It brought a building that was 
closed down, due to structural inefficiencies, back to life. It became known as the “graffiti mecca” of the world attracting artists and people from all around the world to marvel at its 
vibrancy. Singers, actors and other performing artists would use the setting as a stage to perform, film or photograph. 
But street artists were not collaborating with the architects. There was no direct interaction between the artist and the designer of the structures to form this new skin though beneficial or 
harmful it may be. 
The artist and politician Edi Rama is the current prime minister of Albania and was the mayor of his nations capital, Tirana, when he decided to forever change the city with his urban 
reconstruction projects of “Return to Identity” and “Green and Clean” back in the early 2000's. The goals of these projects was to cure the city from an otherwise suffering state that was 
recovering from  Stalin's over half a century long dictatorial communist occupation. Although it required a lot of tearing down and tabula rasa method, Edi Rama brought artists into the 
city like Anri Sala to paint over the buildings with very bright colors and record the process in his short movie Damm I Colori (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Zo8PHSsTZM). The city 
was reborn and out from communism came a very radical expressive form of artistry, giving warmth and identity back to cold and uncharacteristic architecture. A poll was taken to see 
whether the people of Tirana liked this hyper-colorful kind of change and, as it turns out, 63% were in favor (37% against) and 85% of Tirana's population wanted the project to continue 
and keep spreading throughout the city. After the project's completion, Tirana drew a lot of attention and excitement and Edi Rama became globally recognized as the artist-mayor that 
forever changed the face of the city. 
Examples of Edi Rama's renovation projects adding parks and coloring Tirana's Stalinist architecture.
Jef Aerosol – Paris, France   5Pointz – NYC, USA Banksy - Jerusalem, Israel
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